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The recently announced take-over by Italian-based Prysmian of 
the Dutch cable manufacturer Draka Holding N.V. changed the 
dynamics of the cable industry, as the new group has herewith 
overtaken the French company Nexans and is now the world’s 
largest player in the industry. 

Describing the take-over as “a compelling industrial and 
strategic rationale”, Prysmian said it had brought together highly 
complementary know-how and a geographic footprint and 
product portfolio, on which to build a strong platform for future 
organic growth and industry consolidation. 

The new group is a perfect fit geographically, with a global 
presence in more than 50 countries with over 90 factories 
and net sales of €5.8 billion (US$8.4 billion), based on 2009 
aggregate figures. Geographically Draka is strong in northern 
Europe, while Prysmian is strong in southern Europe and 
increasing its coverage in fast growing emerging markets.

Prysmian – market
Based on port projects, ‘collapse’ of the equipment market over 
recent years, which could be seen in the massive drop in orders (e.g. 
ZPMC’s order book), had a knock-on effect throughout the cable 
sector as well, according to Thomas Kittel, Product Manager for crane 
cables at Prysmian in Germany. “Orders are returning but slowly and 
terminals seem to be more focused on refurbishment,” he says. 

Prysmian – new development
For the past 18 months Prysmian has been promoting its Protolon 
IQ ‘intelligent’ cable, used as a reeling umbilical cord for all sorts 

of other cranes types in the container and materials handling 
industries. The cable contains sensors that ‘feel’ real-time stress 
measurements as well as sudden mechanical impacts along its 
entire length, ‘communicating’ its condition back to the operator.

“Our customers have given us positive feedback saying that it 
is the way forward, especially for automated stacking cranes (ASC, 
RMG). We completed our first installation at the end of 2010, 
following which we received another order and have others in 
the pipeline,” explained Kittel. Claiming that “good development 
takes time”, he said the company is developing other new cables, 
which are expected to be launched later this year. 

Prysmian is one of the world’s leading players in high-tech energy and telecom 

cables and systems, with a strong position in high value-added market segments. 

It develops, designs, produces, supplies and installs a wide range of products and 

services in the two sectors covered by its two divisions: 1) Energy Cables & Systems 

for underground and submarine power transmission and distribution, both for 

industrial applications and for residential and commercial buildings; 2) Telecom 

Cables & Systems for video, data and voice transmission.
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